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Study of the tensile properties 
of individual multicellular fibres 
generated by Bacillus subtilis
Xuan Ye1,2, Liang Zhao3, Jiecun Liang1,2, Xide Li1,2 & Guo-Qiang Chen2,3

Multicellular fibres formed by Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) are attracting interest because of their 
potential application as degradable biomaterials. However, mechanical properties of individual fibres 
remain unknown because of their small dimensions. Herein, a new approach is developed to investigate 
the tensile properties of individual fibres with an average diameter of 0.7 μm and a length range of 25.7–
254.3 μm. Variations in the tensile strengths of fibres are found to be the result of variable interactions 
among pairs of microbial cells known as septa. Using Weibull weakest-link model to study this 
mechanical variability, we predict the length effect of the sample. Moreover, the mechanical properties 
of fibres are found to depend highly on relative humidity (RH), with a brittle–ductile transition occurring 
around RH = 45%. The elastic modulus is 5.8 GPa in the brittle state, while decreases to 62.2 MPa in 
the ductile state. The properties of fibres are investigated by using a spring model (RH < 45%) for its 
elastic behaviour, and the Kelvin–Voigt model (RH > 45%) for the time-dependent response. Loading-
unloading experiments and numerical calculations demonstrate that necking instability comes from 
structural changes (septa) and viscoelasticity dominates the deformation of fibres at high RH.

Currently, biologists and material scientists fabricate new biological fibres as substitute for natural or chemically 
synthesized ones employed in daily or engineering applications. In particular, it is desired for these substitute 
materials to be non-toxic, pollution-free, and biodegradable, characteristics which are absent in most chemically 
synthesized fibres. Peptidoglycan, a macromolecular compound combining the features of some natural fibres1,2, 
is a main component of bacterial cell walls3–6. For example, B. subtilis mutants with deleted genes related to pep-
tidoglycan hydrolase exhibit a filamentous or fibrous state7 that can easily form a visible multicellular fibre from 
a liquid culture8,9. However, the individual multicellular fibres of various bacteria have varying thicknesses and 
structures depending on bacterial walls10,11, as well as on crosslinking degrees of the peptidoglycan. All these affect 
mechanical properties of multicellular fibres. Therefore, it is important to understand the deformation behaviour 
of the individual multicellular fibre to further improve the fibre performances for appropriate applications.

To thoroughly understand the mechanical properties of individual B. subtilis multicellular fibres, direct exper-
imental measurement is desired. However, currently there are only very few methods able to measure the Young’s 
modulus of intact peptidoglycan fragments and bacterial cells. For example, quantitative information on sample 
elasticity (e.g., Young’s modulus, average spring constant, etc.) has been obtained by combining the force–pen-
etration curves obtained via atomic force microscopy (AFM) with nanoindentation theory12–14. Also, the vis-
coelastic response of an individual bacterial cell has been obtained with AFM indention and combined with a 
cell mechanics model to understand the complex relationship between the cell structure and function15–17. AFM 
provides information with very high spatial resolution, but only measures the properties of the cell wall. Further, 
such AFM results are difficult to confirm because of the inability to precisely observe the indent process and the 
complex interaction between the AFM tip and cell wall at the micro- or nanoscale.

Recently, some appealing approaches to study the mechanical properties of bacteria have been proposed. For 
instance, Tuson et al.18 provided an experimental approach to measure the mechanical properties of bacteria 
in vivo, which they call “cell length analysis of mechanical properties” (CLAMP). This technique measures the 
growth rate of an individual bacteria encapsulated in agarose with a user-defined stiffness. Amir et al.19 applied 
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a controllable hydrodynamic force to bend growing rod-shaped cells of Escherichia coli (E. coli) and B. subtilis to 
obtain the mechanical stresses regulating the growth of their cell walls.

Unfortunately, these methods involving AFM, CLAMP, and hydrodynamic force focus on studying the 
mechanical properties of the cell walls or membranes of a single cell, making them unsuitable for mechanical 
testing of individual multicellular fibres containing several to hundreds of mutant cells generated by suppression 
of cell division. Early in 1985, however, Thwaites et al. stretched bacterial threads and measured the Young’s mod-
ulus of the cell wall as well as other mechanical properties of the bacterial cells9,20,21. The threads in their study 
contained 20,000 parallel fibres from division-suppressed mutant of B. subtilis22,23. However, their test results for 
these bacterial threads are not suitable for predicting the mechanical properties of the cell wall and individual 
cellular fibres. It remains a challenge to manipulate and measure the properties of individual fibres quantitatively 
because of their nanoscale diameter and extremely high slenderness ratio.

In the present paper, we develop a method for studying the mechanical properties of multicellular fibres gen-
erated from cell-separation-suppressed mutants of B. subtilis with various genes deleted. To our knowledge, this 
is the first time that the mechanical properties of cellular fibres with slenderness ratios of 37–363 (i.e., several to 
several hundred bacterial cells) have been directly measured. These measurements are conducted using a novel 
manipulation procedure called “liquid drop method (LDM)” on the proposed multilevel measurement platform. 
Based on these measurements, we study the tensile strength variability using Weibull weakest-link model and 
present the length effect of the sample. Moreover, we find that the mechanical properties of fibres depend highly 
on the relative humidity (RH), identify the RH of the brittle–ductile transition of the fibres, and reveal their 
deformation and failure mechanisms. This study should provide a possibility to understand the deformation 
mechanisms of bacterial fibres for further improvements on their performance.

Results and Discussion
Tensile testing of individual fibres of B. subtilis mutants with various genes deleted. The pro-
posed approach and platform under an optical microscope (OM) was used to test individual B. subtilis multicel-
lular fibres with various genes deleted. Because the length of a fibre is controlled by various genes related to cell 
division, we could generate multicellular fibres by deleting sigD, a sigma factor that controls the gene expression 
of peptidoglycan hydrolase including lytF, lytC, and lytD, and some major peptidoglycan hydrolases such as lytE 
and lytD7,24,25.

The fibres generated by deleting sigD, lytE, and lytD were tested at room temperature and RH =  28 ±  8%, 
where 17 fibres were stretched to fracture. The relationship between force and displacement is approximately 
linear for the fibres with lengths of 48.9–180.7 μ m, suggesting elastic–brittle behaviour (Fig. 1a). The ranges of the 
fracture force and breaking strain were 1.1–7.7 μ N and 0.7–3.6%, respectively, with an average fracture force of 
4.5 μ N and an average breaking strain of 1.5% (Fig. 1a). To obtain the fracture stress and elastic modulus of the 
fibres, the force–displacement curves were converted into stress–strain curves, which we accomplished by observ-
ing the fibre cross-sections through scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Taking into account the special biolog-
ical structure of the fibre, we assume it is a hollow cylinder with thickness t. Thus, the cross-section S of a fibre is 

π= −S t d t( ), where d is the fibre diameter, and the average thickness t of the B. subtilis cell wall is 40 nm9,10,26. 
By introducing S, the stress–strain curves corresponding to Fig. 1a are plotted in Fig. 1b. These curves produce an 
average elastic modulus of 5.8 GPa and an average fracture stress of 62.2 MPa with a range of 13.1–117.8 MPa.

We also studied the tensile responses of fibres with sigD and lytE genes deleted, testing 31 samples with gauge 
lengths of 25.7–254.3 μ m (Fig. 1c). These experiments were conducted at room temperature and RH <  45%. The 
mechanical responses of these fibres were similar to the results in Fig. 1b, where elastic deformation and brittle 
fracture appeared at low RH. The ranges of fracture force and breaking strain were 1.3–12.1 μ N and 0.4–5.9%, 
respectively, with an average fracture force of 5.4 μ N and an average breaking strain of 2.4%. Further, the average 
fracture stress and elastic modulus were 82.7 MPa and 4.5 GPa, respectively. When comparing the tensile proper-
ties of multicellular fibres with different genes deleted (Table 1), it is found that the elastic modulus of the multi-
cellular fibres is on the same order of magnitude as those of Bombyx mori (B. mori) silk, coir, jute, and cotton27–29, 
yet the multicellular fibres have much lower breaking strain at failure and tensile strength.

Tensile testing of individual B. subtilis multicellular fibres under various humidity levels.  
Previous studies have indicated that humidity affects mechanical properties of cell walls and bacterial 
threads17,20,21. Figure 1d and e plot the tensile results of B. subtilis multicellular fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD 
genes deleted at various humidity levels. Similar to the results in Fig. 1a and b, the force and the displacement 
(or stress–strain) have an approximately linear relation at low RH (< 45%). In this RH range, the maximum 
fracture force is 6.3 μ N and the breaking strain decreases to less than 2.0%. Thus, under dry condition the fibre 
behaves like an elastic–brittle material with a high average tensile strength (~62.2 MPa) and average elastic mod-
ulus (~5.8 GPa). With increasing RH, both the strength and the stiffness decrease, and there is a distinct transition 
around RH =  45%. As the RH increases from 26 to 51%, the maximum failure force decreases from 6.3 to 3.0 μ N 
and the breaking strain increases from 1.3 to 16.2%. Further, the tensile strength decreases from 96.1 to 27.5 MPa. 
In this RH range, the shape of the force–displacement (or stress–strain) curves changes to typical viscoelastic 
behaviour.

The SEM images show tensile fracture of fibres at low RH (Fig. 2a and b) and ductile deformation at high 
RH (Fig. 3). At low RH, the fracture occurs only at the positions of the septa (Fig. 2a and b), contrasting with 
transmission electron microscopy (H-7650B, Hitachi, Japan) images of the sections of the septa (Fig. 2c and d). 
However, viscoelasticity dominates deformation of the fibres at RH >  45%. The fibres show significant elongation 
both in the part of the cell wall and at the positions of septa, and ultimately they neck at the positions of septa.
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Analytical model of individual fibres under tensile loading. Tensile testing reveals that the fibres 
exhibit different mechanical behaviour under wet and dry conditions (Fig. 1d and e). The fibres show elastic–brit-
tle behaviour under a dry condition, and viscoelastic behaviour under a wet condition.

Structure of a B. subtilis cell and its multicellular fibre. B. subtilis is a typical gram-positive cylinder-shaped 
bacterium which has a cell membrane and a cell wall consisting of a porous network of highly cross-linked pepti-
doglycan attached with teichoic acid17. The elastic response of a cell is dominated by the physical structure of the 
peptidoglycan network and its association with the plasma membrane16. The main deformation mechanism of 
peptidoglycan is a combination of chain unfolding and disentangling. For the peptidoglycan of a B. subtilis cell, 
the rigid glycan strands are mainly oriented in the hoop direction of the cell cylinder, and cross-linked by flexible 
tetrapeptide molecules. When the cell is stretched parallel to the axis of the cylinder (the long axis of the cell), the 
peptide chains unfold11,20,30,31. Another important component, that is, the plasma membrane, contributes to the 

Figure 1. Tensile tests under various humidity levels on B. subtilis multicellular fibres with different genes 
deleted. (a) Force–displacement curves of B. subtilis multicellular fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD deleted. 
These studies were conducted at 22 ±  2 °C with relative humidity RH =  28 ±  8%. (b) Stress–strain curves 
corresponding to (a). (c) Stress–strain curves of B. subtilis multicellular fibres with sigD and lytE deleted. These 
studies were conducted at room temperature with low RH (< 45%). (d,e) Tensile tests of B. subtilis multicellular 
fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD deleted under various RH (24–60%). When RH <  45%, the stress and strain have 
an approximately linear relation, which is a typical property of elastic–brittle materials. When RH >  45%, the 
stress–strain curves exhibit viscoelastic behaviour and necking failure.
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viscoelastic response of the cell, however. At the nanoscale, the membrane bilayers exhibit inertial and viscous 
properties because the constituent lipids and proteins are moving constantly. These special liquid-like properties 
prevent deformation in the presence of an external force, leading to delayed elastic deformations16.

In addition to their cell wall, the septa30–33 in multicellular fibres can play an important role in determining 
their mechanical properties. An isolated septum has a ridge, ~31 ±  12 nm thick, at its cylinder junction that con-
tains apparent spiral cabling, ~135 ±  40 nm wide, toward the centre. A mature septum may have up to three cables 
across its radius31. However, the average thickness of the cell wall is ~40 nm, and there are 50-nm-wide cables 
running almost parallel to the short axis of a cell11,31.

Mechanical analysis of B. subtilis multicellular fibres. The mechanical behaviour of the cell envelope is tradition-
ally modelled using mechanical analogues, which consist of a network of elastic springs and viscous dashpots15–17. 
The springs represent the elastic response of the material, and the dashpots describe the fluid behaviour, or the 
removal and re-establishment of transient bonds.

Previous studies have employed an AFM in contact mode to measure local mechanical properties of the cell 
envelope15,16. During indention in this method, the AFM tip first approaches the outer layer of the B. subtilis 

Material
Diameter 

(μm)
Tensile strength 

(MPa)
Elastic modulus 

(GPa)
Breaking strain 

(%) Source

Δ SED 0.7 62.2 5.8 1.5 This study

Δ SE 0.7 82.7 4.5 2.4 This study

B. mori silk 9.3 650 16 7–16 [27]

Coir 100–450 153 4–6 15–40 [28, 29]

Jute 25–120 533 2.5–13.0 1–2 [28, 29]

Cotton 11–22 287–597 5.5–12.6 7.0–8.0 [28]

Table 1.  Mechanical properties of multicellular fibres with various gene deletions and other natural fibres. 
Using the targeted gene deletion method, two types of B. subtilis multicellular fibres are synthesized:  
Δ SED (fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD genes deleted) and Δ SE (fibres with sigD and lytE genes deleted). Their 
mechanical properties are compared with those of Bombyx mori (B. mori) silk, coir, jute, and cotton at low 
relative humidity (RH).

Figure 2. (a,b) Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture cross-sections of multicellular fibres at low 
RH. Fracture occurs at the positions of the septa. (c,d) Transmission electron micrographs of septa at various 
separation levels.
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cell envelope in the short axis direction, then transfers this pressure load from the outer layer to the inner layer 
(Fig. 4a). The elastic response of the cell is largely dominated by the peptidoglycan network, and the viscoelastic 
response of the cell is determined by the membrane17. Then, the standard solid model is typically used to interpret 
the viscoelastic properties of the cell envelope in the short axis direction15–17.

For our tensile tests of individual multicellular fibres, the stretching load is along the long axis direction of the 
B. subtilis cell (Fig. 4b), and the septum between the two cells strongly affects fibre’s deformation and especially 
failure behaviour. Therefore, two mechanical models were employed to describe the tensile behaviour of the fibre: 
an elastic spring for low RH, and a Kelvin–Voigt model for high RH.

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs show ductile deformation of typical multicellular fibres at high 
RH. Viscoelasticity gradually dominates deformation of the fibres at high RH. The fibre elongates significantly 
both in the bacterial cells and at the positions of septa, and necking failure occurs.

Figure 4. Mechanical models for B. subtilis multicellular fibres at low and high RH. (a) Schematic diagram 
of cellular indention developed in previous studies15,16. The AFM tip first approaches the outer layer of the cell 
envelope in the short-axis direction, and then transfers the pressure load from the outer layer to the inner layer. 
(b) Tensile test of individual fibre in this study. The load is along the long-axis direction of the B. subtilis cell. The 
cell wall and plasma membrane are simultaneously stretched. (c) Spring model is used to describe the elastic 
properties of the fibre at low RH; this shows a stress–strain curve of a typical sample and the corresponding 
linear fitting result at RH =  26%. (d) Kelvin–Voigt model is used to describe the tensile mechanical behaviour of 
the fibre at high RH; this shows the parameter fitting for a typical sample at RH =  52%. In the inset, the model is 
shown as a parallel combination of a spring and a dashpot.
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At low RH, there is a high density of hydrogen bonds between peptides in the peptidoglycan of the B. subtilis 
multicellular fibre, producing a very stiff network22 and thus increasing the elastic modulus. In this case, the 
contribution of the plasma membrane is relatively weak, wherein the fibre mainly exhibits elastic behaviour and 
does not exhibit viscous properties. We represent the elastic properties of the fibre using a spring model (inset in 
Fig. 4c). For a typical sample with a length of 109.2 μ m and a diameter of 558 nm, the fracture stress is 96.1 MPa. 
The least-squares method fits the stress–strain curve very well, giving an elastic modulus of 7.1 GPa (Fig. 4c).

At high RH (> 45%), both the peptidoglycan network and the cell membrane affect the mechanical proper-
ties of the fibre17,22. Because peptidoglycan is elastic and much more flexible than the cell membrane, we use a 
relatively soft elastic spring to describe the instantaneous elastic deformation of the peptidoglycan network. The 
cell membrane is viscoelastic, so we use a parallel combination of a spring and a dashpot to describe its delayed 
elastic deformation. Although the stiffness of the septa is relatively large because of their rigid structure, the septa 
are weak links. Therefore, we used the Kelvin–Voigt model to describe the tensile behaviour of the fibre at high 
RH (inset in Fig. 4d). During the tensile tests, we linearly increased the tensile load [refer to equation (1)], and we 
obtained the strain relationships as follows.

σ ν= t (1)

σ ε ηε= + E (2)

Solving equations (1) and (2), we have

ε ν νη νη
= − + η−

E
t

E E
e

(3)
E t

2 2

For a typical fibre sample with a diameter of 555 nm and a length of 100.4 μ m at RH =  52%, the stress loading 
rate is ν =  7.5 MPa/s and the best fitting parameters are E =  63.7 MPa and η =  136.0 MPa s (Fig. 4d). This elastic 
modulus is comparable to that of regenerated B. mori silk fibres tested in water, but it is much lower than those of 
other natural fibres34.

Table 2 presents the E and η of the tested fibres at various humidity levels. At RH >  45%, the fibre is clearly a 
viscoelastic material with an average elastic modulus of 64 ±  15 MPa and an average viscosity of 110 ±  60 MPas.  
Compared with the experimental results at RH <  45%, this elastic modulus is two orders of magnitude lower.

Considering that the multicellular fibres are chain-like structures similar to continuous cylinders with invagi-
nation at the positions of septa at varying separation levels, the above theoretical model cannot fully characterise 
how the septa affect deformation. In particular, it is not sufficient to determine that the deformation behaviour of 
the B. subtilis multicellular fibre is dominated only by the viscoelastic mechanism from the stress–strain curves 
(Fig. 1e) at relatively high RH. Therefore, we also investigate the tensile deformation of multicellular fibres with 
viscoelastic constitutive relation by finite element analysis (FEA) (see supplementary information for details), 
respectively. Supplementary Fig. S3 shows fibrous models for the septa at three typical separation levels. The 
calculated results show that the periodic necking instability occurs at the positions of septa and the deforma-
tion mode is similar to that observed under SEM (Supplementary Fig. S5). The viscoelastic constitutive rela-
tion can well describe the experimental results, which are all in the range of calculated results with the FEA 
(Supplementary Fig. S6). To confirm the true deformation mechanism of the tested B. subtilis multicellular fibre 
at relatively high humidity, we performed loading and unloading experiments; Supplementary Fig. S1 shows a 
loading and unloading curve with typical viscoelasticity. The fibre recovers to its initial length after unloading, 
and then, a hysteresis loop is also formed. Thus, the periodic necking instability comes from structural changes 
(septa), and viscoelasticity dominates deformation behaviour of the B. subtilis multicellular fibres at high RH.

Effect of B. subtilis multicellular fibre length on tensile properties. Because of the 
micro-manipulation procedure and multilevel design of our measurement platform, we can measure the mechan-
ical properties of B. subtilis multicellular fibres with various lengths comprising several to several hundred bac-
terial cells. Thirty-one testing results were acquired for samples with sigD and lytE genes deleted at RH <  45%, 
producing relations between the fracture load and sample length (Fig. 5). The tensile strength of the multicellular 
fibres clearly depends on length. Specifically, the fracture load rapidly decreases with increasing fibre length. For 
example, a fibre with a length of 49.0 μ m has a fracture load of 12.1 μ N, while another with a length of 254.3 μm 
has a fracture load of only 2.8 μ N. For multicellular fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD genes deleted (∆ SED), their 

Sample
RH 
(%)

Length 
(μm)

Elastic 
modulus 

(MPa)
Viscosity 
(MPa s )

1 46 146.7 71.0 215.2

2 46 119.0 80.0 63.9

3 51 117.0 47.3 49.9

4 52 100.4 63.7 136.0

5 56 129.0 59.9 83.8

Table 2.  Elastic modulus and viscosity of some multicellular fibres at high RH (46–56%). For Δ SED 
fibres (fibres with sigD, lytE, and lytD genes deleted), the mechanical parameters are obtained by fitting the 
experimental results at high RH with the Kelvin–Voigt model.
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strength decreases with increasing length as well, but their average strength at lengths of 50.0–180.0 μ m is 
62.2 MPa. This strength is much lower than the strength of 99.7 MPa of the multicellular fibres with only sigD and 
lytE genes deleted (∆ SE), revealing that deleting the lytD gene introduces structural imperfections into the fibres.

Effect of relative humidity on B. subtilis multicellular fibres. Our test results indicate that the RH 
affects the mechanical properties of B. subtilis multicellular fibres with either two or three genes deleted (Fig. 1d). 
The fibres exhibit almost brittle fracture at RH <  45%, while both their failure force and stiffness progressively 
decrease with RH when RH >  45%. Additionally, our results show that the fibre transition from brittle to ductile 
behaviour occurs around RH =  45%. Previous studies have revealed that the elastic modulus and tensile strength 
decrease with increasing humidity or by immersing samples in water22,35. The mechanism for this brittle–ductile 
transition comes from the presence of many hydrogen bonds between the peptides of peptidoglycan in the fibre, 
which make the polymer networks rigid under dry conditions. As the degree of hydration increases, water com-
petes for the hydrogen bond sites, which makes the networks more flexible. This transition decreases the elastic 
modulus and strength of the fibres and increases the strain. In addition, water is associated with accessory poly-
mers containing ionisable and hydrophilic groups22,23,31.

The mechanical properties of fibres are sensitive to environmental humidity, which mainly comes from the 
increased formation of hydrogen bonds in the peptidoglycan under low humidity. This feature has both a negative 
and positive: On the one hand, a significant change in mechanical properties with varying humidity is clearly 
unfavourable in structural materials. On the other hand, the deformation characteristics of such environmentally 
friendly materials can be changed and controlled by changing the humidity, a feature which may have potential 
applications. For example, such materials could be used for bacterial templating of fibre composites with hierar-
chical structure36–39, or as buffer packaging materials similar to pulp moulding because of their light weight, easy 
decomposability, and good ventilation. The humidity-regulated ductile–brittle transition allows the fibres to fit 
space and shape requirements of templating and packaging at high humidity, while at low humidity they can be 
used as high-strength support and protection materials.

No significant changes in the dimensions of multicellular fibres appeared at high humidity, but this came 
from the limitations in the spatial resolution of the OM. Presumably, the lengths and thicknesses of multicellu-
lar fibres will increase with increasing humidity because the fibres absorb water and then swell21. However, an 
effective measurement method is still needed to prove this hypothesis. Although SEM can observe changes in 
the fibre dimensions, the vacuum sample preparation for SEM removes moisture contained in the fibres before 
observation.

Genetic effect on B. subtilis multicellular fibres. The genes deleted in the present study affect the 
expression of some peptidoglycan hydrolases. Peptidoglycan is the major structural component of the cell wall of 
B. subtilis, and its synthesis, modification, and hydrolysis are in a dynamic equilibrium associated with bacterial 
growth and division31. There are approximately 30 genes responsible for enzymatic degradation of peptidogly-
can7,24,25, of which the genes lytE, lytF, lytC, and lytD express enzymes with high activities to hydrolyse pepti-
doglycan with synergic effects. The gene sigD is a regulation factor that fully controls the expression of lytF and 
partially controls the expression of lytE, lytC, and lytD. Thus, as more and more genes related to peptidoglycan 
hydrolases are deleted, less of the related enzymes will be synthesized. This change reduces the degradation of 
peptidoglycan and decreases the hydrolysis of the septa between two neighboring bacterial cells, better preserving 
the cellular structure of the fibre, and making the fibre longer and more stable. This behaviour means that the 
five genes mentioned in the present study have a synergic effect in controlling the mechanical properties of these 
multicellular fibres.

Even so, the average fracture force of Δ SED is slightly less than that of Δ SE (Table 1). As mentioned above, the 
positions of septa are the multicellular fibres’ weak points where the failure will always occur at. As more genes are 

Figure 5. Relationship between fracture load and sample length of multicellular fibres generated from B. 
subtilis with sigD and lytE genes, and with sigD, lytE and lytD genes deleted, measured at room temperature 
and low RH (<45%). 
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deleted, the local strength of the fibre increases, but the final failure force depends on the weakest septum or flaw. 
Thus, deleting more genes does not increase the tensile strength of the fibre as expected. Instead, reinforcing the 
septa is extremely important for improving the mechanical properties of multiple-gene-deleted fibres.

Variability in the mechanical properties of B. subtilis multicellular fibres and use of Weibull 
analysis. The experimental data obtained from tensile tests reveal that the multicellular fibres have highly 
variable mechanical properties (Fig. 1). Generally, in addition to the differences between individual organisms, 
any changes in loading rate, sample moisture content, and biological pre-treatments can change the mechanical 
properties. In particular, B. subtilis multicellular fibres retain septa, which are the weak links of fibres, with various 
separation levels. Therefore, the more septa in a fibre, the more their mechanical properties will vary.

Considering the variation of mechanical properties and the effect of length on the tensile strength obtained 
from the tensile tests, we introduce the modified Weibull distribution40 based on the weakest-link concept to 
explain the variation mechanism. In addition to the existence of internal flaws and morphological or geometri-
cal changes, if we assume that the tensile strengths of the septa in a fibre are random and independent, then the 
Weibull distribution can predict the variability in the fibres’ tensile strength and the length effect.

Based on the weakest-link theory, Wagner et al. proposed the modified Weibull model40,41:

= −
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where P is the failure probability of a long fibre connected by n independent segments, x is the tensile strength, L 
is the gauge length, L0 is the length of a unit link of the fibre, m is the Weibull modulus (shape parameter), β is a 
parameter (0 <  β <  1), and x0 is a scale parameter.
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Taking the natural logarithm of equation (5) gives

− − = −P m y m yln( ln(1 )) ln( ) ln( ) (6)0

From equation (6), ln(y) is linearly proportional to ln(− ln(1− P)), and the slope is the Weibull modulus m, 
which indicates the dispersion in fibre strength. The lower the m, the higher the variability. Therefore, if we exper-
imentally obtain values of ln(y) and ln(− ln(1− P)), then m and y0 can be determined. The average tensile strength 
y and its standard deviation σ  (or coefficient of variation (CV)) can then be calculated by ref. 42
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Figure 6 shows typical Weibull plots of ln(− ln(1− P)) versus ln(y) for the tensile strength of fibres with three 
and two genes deleted at low and high RH, respectively. The good linearity of the curves and the low Weibull 
modulus show that the individual fibres have highly variable tensile strength. The sources of variability in the 
tensile strength are the weak points (e.g., internal flaws), geometrical changes, and weak-link septa within the 
gauge length of the fibres. By fitting the curves and combining equations (7) and (8), it is found that the tensile 
strength of multicellular fibres obey Weibull statistics. The Weibull average tensile strength (σ), standard devia-
tion (CV), and Weibull modulus (m) are σ =  63.3 MPa, CV =  0.5 and m =  2.1 for fibres with three genes deleted, 
and σ =  82.5 MPa, CV =  0.6 and m =  1.8 for fibres with two genes deleted at low RH. The fibres with three genes 
deleted at high RH have σ =  33.7 MPa, CV =  0.6 and m =  1.7.

These results indicate that fibres at various RH levels have similar variations in tensile strength, and that the 
flaws and weak-link septa still dominate their variability in tensile strength. Further, their low Weibull modulus 
indicates a large dispersity of tensile strength. Examples in the literature include m =  1.7 for multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) with a 10 ±  4 μ m gauge length43, m =  4.5 for Thornel-300 (T300) carbon fibres with a 
60 mm gauge length44, and m =  5.1 for glass fibres with a 5 mm gauge length45. Comparing these typical materials 
with the multicellular fibres in this study, the tensile strengths of the multicellular fibres and MWCNTs have a 
greater dispersion owing to their smaller gauge lengths, while the T300 carbon fibres and glass fibres show con-
sistent measured tensile strengths owing to their much larger gauge lengths.

Therefore, although B. subtilis multicellular fibres have a high elastic modulus, similar to those of other nat-
ural fibres (Table 1), the large dispersion of their tensile strengths may limit the engineering applicability of 
single ones. The mechanical properties of these multicellular fibres can be improved by eliminating the septa 
among pairs of cells, increasing the cross-linking in the cell wall through chemical methods, or/and increasing 
the amount of peptidoglycan in the cell wall.
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Conclusions
For the first time, we directly stretched individual B. subtilis multicellular fibres with a diameter of about 0.7 μ m 
and a length in the range of 25.7–254.3 μ m by site-specific mutation and measured their mechanical properties 
using a testing system developed here. The elastic modulus of the fibres is on the same order of magnitude as those 
of natural fibres such as coir, but their tensile strength is much lower. The fibre length affects their tensile proper-
ties, presumably because of the presence of septa. Humidity also strongly affects the deformation behaviour of the 
fibres, which could be attributed to many hydrogen bonds among the peptides in peptidoglycan. Two theoretical 
models and numerical calculations are employed to characterise the tensile behaviour of the fibre at low and high 
RH, respectively. Loading and unloading experiments demonstrate that the periodic necking instability comes 
from structural changes (septa) and viscoelasticity dominates deformation of the multicellular fibres at high RH. 
We expect that these findings on individual multicellular fibres to provide the mechanisms through which their 
mechanical performance can be improved for engineering applications.

Methods
Material and sample preparation. Strains and culture conditions. Mutants of B. subtilis strain 168 were 
used to generate multicellular fibres, and E. coli strains were used to construct plasmids. Table 3 lists the used 
genotypes and derivations of the B. subtilis strains. All of the bacteria were cultivated in Luria–Bertani (LB) broth 
containing 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, and 10 g/L NaCl at 37 °C under 200 rpm rotary shaking, or on LB 
agar plates containing 1.5% Sigma agar at 37 °C. Whenever appropriate, antibiotics were added to the medium in 
the following concentrations: 5 μ g/mL chloramphenicol or 100 μ g/mL ampicillin.

Plasmid construction. pCU was used as a shuttle vector for plasmid construction in E. coli and for gene deletion 
in B. subtilis. The pCU plasmid has a replicon and an ampicillin resistance gene (bla) in E. coli and a chloramphen-
icol resistance gene (cat) in B. subtilis. However, it has no replication origin in B. subtilis, so it must be integrated 
into the B. subtilis genome via homologous recombination to express the chloramphenicol resistance gene. The 
sigD, lytE, and lytD genes were deleted, and the corresponding plasmids used for deletion are called pCU-sigD, 
pCU-lytE, and pCU-lytD, respectively. To remove sigD, the pCU-sigD plasmid was constructed: one kilo base 
pair sequence upstream sigD and one kilo base pair sequence downstream sigD on the genome were amplified by 

Figure 6. Modified Weibull distribution of the fibres’ average tensile strength. (a,b) Tensile strength at low 
RH. Weibull distribution parameters can be obtained by fitting the experimental data to the linear function in 
equation (6) using the least-squares method. For multicellular fibres with three genes deleted, their Weibull 
modulus m and average tensile strength σ are 2.1 and 63.3 MPa, respectively; for multicellular fibres with two 
genes deleted, they are 1.8 and 82.5 MPa, respectively. (c) Tensile strength at high RH. The parameters m and σ 
are 1.7 and 33.7 MPa, respectively, for fibres with three genes deleted.
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and 5 μ g plasmid pCU was digested by the fast digestion restriction enzymes 
XbaI and BamHI (Fermentas) to transform the circular plasmid into a linear one. Then the two PCR-amplified 
fragments were ligated in tandem into a linear plasmid using Gibson assembly46. The colonies were spread on the 
ampicillin agar plates for selection, and positive colonies after sequencing were used for transformation. All of the 
plasmids used for gene deletion were constructed using the same method.

Plasmid transformation into B. subtilis. This transformation was performed based on a previously described 
method47. First, the B. subtilis 168 Δ upp strain was inoculated into GM1 medium (5 mL; 0.8% glucose, 0.04% 
acid-hydrolysed casein, 0.1% yeast extract, 0.02% MgSO4, Spizizen’s salt, 50 μ g/mL tryptophan) and cultured 
overnight for 8–20 h. The Spizizen’s salt comprised 2% (NH4)2SO4, 6% KH2PO4, 18.3% K2HPO4, and 1.2% sodium 
citrate. A sample of the culture (750 μ L) was then inoculated into a fresh GM2 medium (5 mL; 0.8% glucose, 
0.02% acid-hydrolysed casein, 0.16% MgSO4, Spizizen’s salt, and 50 μ g/mL tryptophan) and cultured for 1.5 h. A 
sample of this culture (500–1000 μ L) was transferred into a sterile 1.5-mL tube, mixed with 0.1–10.0 μ g plasmid, 
which were incubated at 37 °C with shaking at 200 rpm for another 1 h. Finally, the bacterial mixture was spread 
onto the LB agar medium with chloramphenicol antibiotic and incubated at 37 °C overnight.

Mutant construction. Mutants were constructed using a previously described method48. The colonies on 
chloramphenicol-containing LB agar were inoculated into another fresh LB medium and cultured for 6–12 h. A 
sample of the culture (200 μ L) was then spread onto a 5-F-U plate, which was composed of 0.4% glucose, 0.2% 
glutamine, 5 μ M MnSO4, 1 μ g/mL VB1, 100 μ g/mL amino acid mix49, 25 μ M 5-fluorouracil, mineral mix (5.4% 
K2HPO4, 3% KH2PO4, 0.5% sodium citrate, 0.1% MgSO4 and 1% K2SO4 ), and 1.7% agar. After cultivation for 
12–36 h at 37 °C, colonies on the plates were selected and verified by polymerase chain reaction. Normally, only 
half of the colonies were positive. After deleting one gene, other genes were deleted one-by-one to construct the 
multiple-gene mutants.

Testing system and measurement method. Tested B. subtilis multicellular fibres. Figure 7a shows B. 
subtilis 168 and B. subtilis multicellular fibres in tests, and Fig. 7b also shows the disorderly-stacked B. subtilis 
multicellular fibres observed under the SEM. An individual fibre is a chain of cells (Fig. 7c) connected by septa at 
different separation levels. The length of a B. subtilis 168 is 4 μ m, while the length of the longest fibre reaches a few 
millimetres, and their diameters vary from 0.5 to 0.9 μ m. The fibres were freeze-dried, stored in a sealed container 
at room temperature and tested within 1 week of formation.

Testing system. To measure the mechanical properties of the fibres, we built a precise tensile platform (see the 
enlarged view of the selected area in Fig. 8a) with a two-level design to realize both coarse and fine displacement 
loading. The main components of the tensile platform were two sets of three-axis (xyz-axis) coarse translation 
stages and two sets of three-axis (xyz-axis) fine translation stages, which allowed us to use displacement loading 
from millimetres to nanometres. The coarse translation stages used piezoelectric motors with a travel distance 
of 12 mm and a displacement resolution of 0.2 μ m, and the fine translation stages used piezoelectric stacks with 
a travel distance of 6 μ m and a displacement resolution of 0.5 nm. To realize the two-level force measurement, 
two types of exchangeable force sensors were assembled. For the coarse level, a strain gage force sensor was made 
with a force range of 200 mN and a resolution of 0.1 mN. The linearity and repeatability is 0.1% of the full scale. 
Also, the average stiffness coefficient is 1.25 mN/μ m. For the fine level, a commercially capacitive microforce 
sensing probe (FT-S100, FemtoTools, Switzerland) is used with a force range of 100 μ N and a resolution of 5 nN. 
In addition to these two microforce sensors, calibrated cantilever-type force sensors are also used in the practical 
measurements to adapt to the tested samples. This platform, which we call the micro/nanoscale material testing 
system (m-MTS), can perform mechanical tests of tension, compression, and bending under an OM (HIScope 
KH-3000, Hirox, Tokyo, Japan) or SEM (Quanta 450 FEG, FEI, USA). We verified the repeatability of the m-MTS 
by in situ tensile testing of carbon fibres (T300B-6000, TORAY, Japan) as a reference material. Table 4 lists the 

Strains or Plasmids Genotypes Derivations

Strains

 BS168 Bacillus subtilis TrpC2 From TTCTT

 BS168 Δ Upp Bacillus subtili TrpC2 Δupp Donated by Tianjin 
University/China

 Δ S TrpC2ΔuppΔsigD pCU-sigD →  BS168 Δ Upp

 Δ E TrpC2ΔuppΔlytE pCU-lytE →  BS168 Δ Upp

 Δ D TrpC2Δupp ΔlytD pCU-lytD →  BS168 Δ Upp

 Δ SED TrpC2ΔuppΔsigDΔlytEΔlytD pCU-lytD →  Δ SE

Plasmids

 pCU bla cat Donated by Tianjin 
University/China

 pCU-sigD bla cat ΔsigD This study

 pCU-lytE bla cat ΔlytE This study

 pCU-lytD bla cat ΔlytD This study

Table 3.  Strains and plasmids used in the present study.
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tensile properties measured from five tests of fibres (average gauge length of 500 μ m and diameter of 7 μ m). The 
measured properties of these fibres are tensile modulus of 216 ±  16 GPa, tensile strength of 3.2 ±  0.5 GPa, and 
elongation of 1.4 ±  0.2%, which agree with reference values50. The good repeatability of these results also demon-
strate the performance of the m-MTS.

To manipulate and clamp the multicellular fibres for the tensile tests, a micro/nanomanipulator (MM3A-EM, 
Kleindiek Nanotechnik GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) with a cantilever tungsten probe (made by electrochemical 
etching) was attached to the m-MTS (see the enlarged view of the selected area in Fig. 8a). The micro/nanomanip-
ulator had three degrees of freedom operating in modes of left/right, up/down, and in/out with displacement res-
olutions of 5, 3.5, and 0.5 nm, respectively. In testing the multicellular fibres, the m-MTS was used as the loading 

Figure 7. Materials. (a) Photograph of B. subtilis 168 (left) and B. subtilis multicellular fibres (right). (b) SEM 
image of the disorderly-stacked fibres. (c) An individual chain-like fibre composed of bacterial cells connected 
by septa.

Figure 8. Testing platform and measurement method. (a)Tensile testing system. ①m-MTS system. ②m-MTS 
control unit. ③Micro/nanomanipulator. ④Micro/nanomanipulator control unit. ⑤ Optical microscope.  
⑥ Microscope light source. The inset shows an enlarged view of the selected area. (b) A reliable structure 
for uniaxial tensile testing of an individual fibre is formed. ⑦ A 100-μm-diameter tungsten wire fixed on the 
5 ×  5 mm2 transparent plate. ⑧ Force-sensing probe. ⑨ Individual B. subtilis multicellular fibre. (c) Schematic of 
the tensile testing.

Sample
Tensile modulus 

(GPa)
Tensile strength 

(GPa)
Breaking strain 

(%)

1 218 2.6 1.2

2 203 3.5 1.5

3 208 2.5 1.2

4 245 3.9 1.6

5 204 3.5 1.7

Table 4.  Tensile properties of carbon fibres.
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platform, while the calibrated cantilever tungsten probe was used as the force sensor51. Figure 8a shows the whole 
system used to test the multicellular fibres.

Liquid drop method. To test the tensile properties of individual fibres on the OM stage, we prepared a special 
clamping end consisting of a 5 ×  5 mm2 transparent plate (cut from a coverslip) with a 100-μ m-diameter tungsten 
wire attached to its surface, and mounted it to the left arm of the m-MTS (see the enlarged view of the selected 
area in Fig. 8a). The transparent clamping plate allows for transmission illumination of the fibre, producing a clear 
microscopic view during the experiment. The liquid drop method (LDM) is proposed to separate the individual 
fibre from clusters and form a reliable structure for uniaxial stretching, as shown in Fig. 8b.

The LDM is performed as follows (Fig. 9). First, a small amount of freeze-dried multicellular fibres are added 
to deionized water to obtain an appropriate concentration. Then a tiny drop of the fibre suspension is trans-
ferred by a dropper pipette to the transparent clamping plate, covering the fixed 100-μ m-diameter tungsten wire 
(Fig. 9a) which raises the liquid surface by 100 μ m (Fig. 10a). Because fibres are dispersed in the dropped suspen-
sion, some of them will adhere to the fixed tungsten wire by the capillary force at one end (red arrow in Fig. 9b), 
while the other end of the fibres are free (black arrow in Fig. 9b).

The sensing tungsten probe controlled by the micro/nanomanipulator is moved to the free end of a fibre 
(Figs 9c and 10a), and the probe is lifted by the up/down mode of the micro/nanomanipulator, until the tip is 
detached from the liquid surface (Fig. 10b and c). In this process, the probe tip overcomes the surface tension and 
breaks the liquid surface, causing the free end of the fibre to be clamped with the aid of the capillary force.

At this point, the whole system is kept static until the suspension evaporates, exposing the entire length of 
the fibre to air (Fig. 10d). To achieve collimation stretching, fibre alignment could be accomplished by adjusting 
the micro/nanomanipulator or the m-MTS during evaporation. After alignment completion and an additional 
waiting period of 20 min, the fibre will be dried owing to gradual evaporation of the suspension. Both ends are 
strongly adhered to the fixed 100-μ m-diameter tungsten wire and probe tip by the surface adhesion effect and van 
der Waals interaction. Then the fibre is recovered in the horizontal plane by the up/down mode of the micro/nan-
omanipulator (Fig. 10e), forming a reliable structure for uniaxial tensile testing of the individual fibre (Fig. 9d). 
Note that the water is just used as a medium to help transfer the fibre. All of the tensile tests are conducted after 
the water evaporates, avoiding all effects from a liquid environment. In fact, slip failure rarely appears at the 
clamping ends during testing, which suggests that this clamping method is highly effective.

The LDM is a simple and effective method for producing a reliable uniaxial tension/compression structure 
with the help of an OM and manipulators, avoiding any complicated processes in picking up, transferring, and 
clamping. This method is suitable for moisture-sensitive low-dimensional materials (e.g. one-dimensional mate-
rials with length from tens of microns to hundreds of microns and diameters at the micron and submicron scales), 
especially for materials which are disorderly-stacked, and materials that are brittle when dry yet flexible when in 
a liquid environment. Also, the lack of slip failure at the clamping ends during the test suggests that the clamping 
strength is at least 12 μ N. Because this method requires a liquid medium at first, it cannot be directly applied 
under vacuum.

Tensile force and displacement measurements. During tensile testing, the micro/nanomanipulator is held static 
and the fibre is stretched by the displacement-control mode of the m-MTS which controls the motion of the fixed 
100-μ m-diameter tungsten wire. Note that the wire is sufficiently stiff to serve as non-deformable clamping end. 
The whole tension process is recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) connected to the OM. The elongation 

Figure 9. Procedure of the liquid drop method (LDM). (a) A drop of fibre suspension is transferred to the 
surface of the transparent plate to cover the fixed tungsten wire. (b) One end of a fibre is adhered to the tungsten 
wire by capillary force (denoted by the red arrow), while the other end is free (denoted by the black arrow). (c) A 
sensing probe controlled by the micro/nanomanipulator moves to the free end of the selected fibre and clamps it 
with the aid of the capillary force. (d) A reliable uniaxial tension structure of the individual fibre is formed.
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of the fibre and the deflection of the tip of the force-sensing probe are obtained by analysing the image sequence. 
The load of the fibre is calculated from the deflection of the tip based on beam theory; considering that the root of 
probe is fixed on the micro/nanomanipulator, the deflection of the tip is entirely caused by the tension of the fibre. 
Figure 8c shows a schematic of the stretching process. By loading the fixed 100-μ m-diameter tungsten wire, the 
fibre is stretched; the elongation of the fibre is L− l and the load is kw, where l is the initial length of the fibre, L is 
the current length of the fibre, k is the spring constant of the probe, and w is the deflection of the probe tip. This 
method can obtain the elongation and load of the fibre at every moment.
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